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What You Need

Big heads on tiny bodies are
hilarious! And they’re even funnier
when you draw them yourself.
Pair art and humor with these fun
bobblehead drawings.
To be a silly sketcher, all you need
is a pencil, some paper, and a funny

pencil sharpener
(just in case)

pencils

bone. Use an oval here. Put a line
there. Just follow the steps.
You’ll have everyone
laughing with your

lots of paper

eraser

drawings in
no time.
colored pencils and markers
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Step 4
Erase all the lines inside
the overlapping circles.

Step 5
The laughter will snowball out of

Give your snowman a funny face,
complete with a carrot nose.

control with this silly snowman sketch.

Step 6
Add button details and
a small hat.

Step 1
Draw a large circle. Then draw a small
circle above it. Then draw a
medium-sized circle above that.

Step 2
Use wavy lines to add arms to the
small circle. Use straight lines to
put legs on the medium circle.

Step 3
Add two big eye circles overlapping
the large circle. Draw motion lines
next to the eyes. Then sketch in
some tiny circles around the body.
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Step
Put in some fun motion lines
to make your falling snowman
even sillier.
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Rainy Day Cat
Yes, cats can make purrr-fect

Step 3
Step 3

Step 4

Erase all the lines inside
the overlapping shapes.

Give your cat big eyes,
whiskers, and a mouth.

Step 5

Step 6

Add fun boots to the
cat’s feet.

Erase the lines inside
the boots.

Step

Step 8

Use a half-circle shape and
curved lines to draw an
umbrella. Use a J shape for
the handle.

Draw raindrops and wind
lines to finish the picture.

bobbleheads!
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Step 1

Step 2

Draw a curved rectangle
with two points at
each end.

Make a teardrop shape for
the head. But at the top, draw
an opening to create ears.
Also add a fun little tail.
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